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SPELL WELL 

 
 SOS! HELP ME!! 

Nina, a seven-year old girl has just taken down a dictation  
and has obviously got muddled with her spellings! 

Can you help find her the mistakes? 
 

The Travelers and the Bare 
 
One day, too friends who wear traveling along the same rode together met with a bare. 

Won of them was ceased with fright and without a taught four his companion climbed up 

into a tree and hid himself inn the branches. 

The other won saw at once that he wood knot be able to get the bitter of the bare himself, 

and ass he had no time to escape, he through himself on the ground and pretended to bee 

dead. He did this because he had bin told that a bare would never touch a dead body. 

As he lay their he herd the bare approach hymn. In a few moments the creature began to 

snuff about his years, knows and hurt. The man held himself quiet still without breathing, 

and at last the bare, to his grate relief, took him to be dead, and walked away. 

As soon as the bare was well out of site, the man who had hidden himself in the tree came 

down. He ran up to his friend in high spirits. He began to make jokes about there escape. 

“What was it the bare whispered to you?” he asked, “fore I noticed that the best put his 

mouth vary close to your year.”  

“Why,” replayed his friend, “it was no grate secret. He adviced me to be careful about the 

sought of company I kept, and in particular, to avoid those who live their friends in the 

lurch when they themselves get into difficulty.” 
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 Does the problem of finding these errors sound very kiddish! 

It would be, if you can identify more than 35 words misspelt ! 

If it’s anything below this mark, then take a look at the answers that will be put up 

later and identify your weakness in the area of spell well!! 
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